




It has been an amazing privilege to be part of the mid-year Newsbreak 2018. I would just like to say a 
massive thank you to everyone involved in writing the articles, to the publishers, to Brennan Lockwood 
for designing this year’s edition, and to all you Wolves who made this first semester so wonderful to 
write about.

Jess Casanova, Editor

FROM THE EDITOR
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Anyone who has been at Aquinas for even a short time cannot but be captured by our sense of family 
and the quality of our relationships.  We matter to each other; we care about one another; we have a uni-
ty and strong sense of belonging.  Saint Marcellin would love it at Aquinas - he would relish the sincerity, 
the warmth, the hospitality, the sense of purpose, and also the fun.

Over recent months, the cultures of university residential colleges around Australia have come under 
scrutiny. It is legitimate that such open and honest examination take place. Closed systems, and institu-
tional insularity or secrecy are never healthy things. Here at Aquinas we have been keeping up with the 
media’s coverage, although it has been disturbing and salutary to do so as it has often seemed some-
what distant from our own experience here. 

Indeed, during this semester we have spoken a lot about culture: to be alert to what underpins a good 
culture, on the one hand, and what can be a source of toxicity in an institution’s culture, on the other. 
Such alertness requires strategic and explicit attention. If the student experience of Aquinas is to be an 
educative one, one that fosters their growth and wellbeing and learning, then its culture needs to serve 
this purpose. The pages of this magazine give the reader a window into how powerfully the College com-
munity aspires to do just that.

The new ‘Saint Marcellin Medallions’ which were presented at the end of the semester celebrated the 
ordinary men and women of Aquinas who make the College such an extraordinary place and shape its 
culture. Ten Medallions were presented, but ten times that number could have easily been. Through a 
myriad of daily interactions, little decisions, quiet acts of kindness and assistance, abundant humour and 
tolerance, examples of mutual interest and respect, and fidelity to studies, the community of Aquinas 
defines itself. It is a privilege to share the lives of such wonderful young people.

Brother Michael Green FMS
RECTOR

Marcellin Champagnat, the French priest who founded the Marists in 1817, 
was greatly affected by his personal experience of education, a quite nega-
tive one in many ways.  The schools of his time were often cruel places, with 
the wellbeing of the young people in them a hit-and-miss affair at best. He 
resolved to work to change that.  His view was that any educational setting 
should be underpinned by a deep belief in the goodness of all young people, 
and the possibility of their becoming critically engaged citizens and people 
inspired by the Gospel.  Education should be engaging, transformative and 
also enjoyable. For that to happen, schools and colleges needed to be marked 
by what he called a ‘family spirit’, by transparency and genuineness, and by 
educative and healthy relationships. 

FROM THE RECTOR
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DEAN’S REPORT

The House Coordinators in particular, play a significant role in helping the new students to settle in, 
checking in on them on a regular basis and ensuring they feel comfortable in their environment. Friend-
ships form quickly through academic meetings, sports and social functions and the very popular “House 
Hangs” held most weeks in each house group.

This year’s HC team, made up of ten third year students, has worked hard to ensure that everyone has 
found a place within their House. Apart from the day to day duty rounds, being on call for students who 
have locked themselves out or just being a shoulder to cry on if someone is homesick, the House Coordi-
nator is actually always “on duty”. Often a HC will contact me to seek advice or guidance on how to best 
assist a student in their house, or they will let me know they are concerned about a particular student 
who might need an extra bit of support. 

It is with a great deal of enjoyment that I get to work so closely each year with the House Coordinators. 
Without this group of senior students, the college would certainly be lacking in terms of pastoral care 
and nurturing support. There is an old Nigerian saying, “It takes a whole village to raise a child” which is 
very much true for our students at Aquinas. While we are not dealing with children, we are certainly living 
within our own village, where everyone (especially our House Coordinators) has a role to play, in helping 
each individual to feel supported, cared for and encouraged, in both their studies and their daily lives.

Carolyn Mee, Dean of Students

Aquinas College is more than just a place to stay, it’s actually a 
place to live. It’s a home away from home, where students from 
all backgrounds first meet when they begin their university study. 
It can sometimes be a place where a student can “re-invent them-
selves” because they have moved away from their small school 
community, or for others, Aquinas is a place to finally feel safe.

Whatever the feeling, students very quickly develop a sense of 
belonging, both to the college community and within their House 
group. This is manifested largely through the work of the House 
Coordinators, the Student Club Executive and the staff, who spend 
weeks in planning and preparation for the arrival of our first year 
students. 
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DEAN’S REPORT ACADEMIC REPORT

Semester One proved to be a fruitful academic semester for Aquinians, with plenty of opportunities to 
focus on study and set goals for university achievement. Aquinas’ academic program is currently led 
by Senior Academic Tutors Amy Perin and Hamish Peberdy, who, with the support of Assistant Dean 
Dr Sarah Moller, organise a range of study-related activities. The program could not thrive without the 
dedication and help of over 40 current and former Aquinians, who tutor the eighty-two freshers from the 
three universities.

This semester at Aquinas saw the introduction of a range of new initiatives designed to help freshers 
adapt to studying at university. Weekly Study Hall after dinner on Monday nights received many positive 
reviews, providing first year students with a dedicated timeslot for study and for meeting with tutors. 
Freshers were also given tips from senior students on how to best prepare for university studies, learn 
for exams and make the most of services that the universities provide.

Semester two will again prove to be very action-packed with Study Hall 
to continue on Monday nights. Other initiatives planned include more op-
portunities for supervised study, Faculty Nights, where former Aquinians 
will provide career advice about their specific fields, and a series of job 
preparation seminars for senior students. We look forward to a successful 
second semester for all students and thank you for your hard work and 
feedback in the first half of this year.

Dr Sarah Moller, Assistant Dean

Hamish Peberdy & Amy Perin, Senior Academic Tutors
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In the opening Whole College Mass and Assembly for the year, we recognised the outstanding aca-
demic achievements of 2017. Special congratulations to Larry Klingner who was awarded the Aquinas 
College Medal and recognised as Dux of the College. First and second year students attended their 
respective Academic Panels and Progress Review meetings, which provided them with the opportunity 
to formally discuss their academic progress in an interview-style setting. A key aspect of the panels was 
the contributions of over twenty former Aquinians, who willingly volunteered their time and professional 
expertise as members of the interview panels.

While Aquinians certainly know how to celebrate and enjoy each other’s company, it was impressive to 
see an atmosphere of studious silence descend on the college during Swotvac and exams this semes-
ter. For the first time, supervised silent study after dinner was introduced each night to help students 
focus on exam revision. These sessions were so well attended during Swot Vac that the program was 
extended by popular demand to the end of the exam period. 

Larry Klingner, 2017 Aquinas College Dux



PRESIDENT’S REPORT

2018 has been a year like no other: jam-packed and full of fun, 
paired with the demands of study and public scrutiny on the 
culture within university colleges. Regardless, the students of 
Aquinas haven’t let a moment go to waste. Getting the year up 
and running, we considered O’Week to be a major success. 
The much loved traditional social and educational events, in-
corporated with new proceedings such as Speed Dating and 
Spree, made for a week full of fun and new friendships. 

Pondshow took place late in Term One, an event in which we opened our gates to the party-goers of 
Adelaide and beyond. The night was considered a huge success, with everyone enjoying the perfect 
weather and entertaining ambience. Personally and on behalf of the Student Club, I would like to thank 
James Ganley, Mardi Isbel and all the members of the committee, for their greatly appreciated help in 
the lead up and pack down. 2018 has seen more Equity events than ever, including the new addition of 
Whale Wednesday, an evening where students carpooled to Brighton Beach to celebrate Harmony Day 
festivities, eat delicious fish and chips and watch the sun set. Something for everyone!

As mentioned, more than ever there has been great scrutiny of residential colleges in 2018. At Aqui-
nas, we have always worked towards ensuring our home is inclusive and enjoyable for everyone, and 
will continue to do so in the future. As a Student Club, we have focused not only on how we uphold our 
healthy and wonderful values, but also how we can continue to strive and achieve more as a college. 
Looking into Semester Two, we encourage all students to continue immersing themselves in the life of 
Aquinas. Enjoy the social, cultural and educational events and opportunities, and get the red, black and 
white on to support at our HTC sports! Go you Wolves!

Eliza Boulton, Student Club President

Our High Table Cup campaign got off to a stellar start, as we 
regained HTC Tennis glory and showcased our love and pride 
for sports here at Aquinas. Following that, we’ve showed class 
and competition in Swimming, Hockey and Debating. In our be
loved Football, our girls went back-to-back four years running! Volleyball, as always, was a highly an-
ticipated and electrifying spectator sport, in which we happily left with the trophy in hand – second year 
running!
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT CHAPLAIN’S REPORT

On the pastoral side of the role, it has been a great privilege and honour to be alongside students in 
their sporting endeavours, their outreach endeavours or in their academic endeavours at Study Hall. All 
these were special moments where one could acknowledge, affirm and encourage efforts to achieve and 
improve oneself. 

The prophetic role of the job can be taken to be more one of a disruptive force in evoking a conscious-
ness in providing alternate perceptions to the culture. Providing a Christian ritual on the streets of North 
Adelaide beyond the confines of our College was a very prophetic exercise. We conducted the Stations 
of the Cross on Good Friday taking these onto the streets with the Crucifixion scene set on the top of 
Montefiore Hill. Exploring opportunities of educational and other spiritual experiences through outreach 
to other countries in immersions are under development. But whatever is developed in collaboration with 
the Aquinas Community let it be enhancing the spiritual health and wellbeing of one another. 

Brother Mark Paul FMS

Chaplain

First semester in the role of Chaplain at the College has been a privileged one, as students and staff have 
received and welcomed me so readily into the Aquinas community. My role is a call to consider the holis-
tic care of the community, providing liturgical, pastoral, spiritual, educational and prophetic experiences 
that, in the words of the great writer, Walter Brueggeman, ‘nurture, nourish and evoke a consciousness 
and perception alternative to the consciousness and perception to the dominant culture around us’.

On the liturgical side, it has been great to have a Liturgy Committee to help animate the College Masses. 
The involvement of each house in taking leadership for each Mass has helped provide opportunities for 
students to express their faith and play a significant role in liturgy. Our Whole College Mass for the first 
semester was an occasion to come together as a College Community to formally pray for the year ahead, 
giving recognition to and formally blessing the new Student Leaders and the Rector, Brother Michael 
Green. There was a wonderful sense of occasion, followed by a formal dinner with significant addresses 
delivered. We even proved to ourselves that we could sing, and sing in Latin! A great feat achieved. 
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Special guest at Formal Dinner on Monday 28th May 
was the Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Vice-President of 
the University of Adelaide, Professor Pascale Quester. 
In introducing Professor Quester to the students and ac-
ademic staff of the College, the Rector described her 
as “one of South Australia’s most senior, respected and 
progressive academics” who has brought a global ap-
proach to initiatives for enhancing the student learning 
experience at Adelaide University. In an engaging ad-
dress to the College, Professor Quester urged students 
to be open to the opportunities and even surprises that 
a university education can create for them, preparing 
themselves for the global possibilities that may unfold 
in their lives and careers. Students found Professor 
Quester’s address both inspirational and interesting, 
and left with a renewed enthusiasm for the importance 
of a university education.

South Australian of the Year, Professor David David returns to Aquinas

Special guest at Formal Dinner on Monday 7th May was 
2018 South Australian of the Year, Professor David Da-
vid AC, one of Aquinas’s most distinguished and excep-
tional alumni. “Few Aquinians, few South Australians, in-
deed few people anywhere have made as much impact 
for good on the lives of others as has David David”, said 
Brother Michael, as he introduced the remarkable work 
and values of the world-leading craniofacial surgeon. In 
his address, Professor David urged students to develop 
the vision, imagination and commitment to pursue ca-
reers and lives that were more than the ordinary, and to 
reach beyond their comfort zone in their interactions at 
College and university. Pictured from Left to Right: Tapiwa Mativenga, Professor David David & 

Caitlin Kruger

Visit by Adelaide University Deputy Vice-Chancellor

Pictured from Left to Right: Brennan Lockwood, Professor Pascale Quester & 
Amy Perin

SEMESTER SNAPSHOT 
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SEMESTER SNAPSHOT 

Student President receives hood 

A former practice of Aquinas College was reinstated in 
May when Eliza Boulton, Student Club President, was 
presented with her Bachelor of Human Movement hood 
at the formal College Dinner to mark to start of the second 
term. Eliza completed her undergraduate studies last year 
and is currently undertaking a Masters of Teaching. The 
College Rector, Brother Michael, said that it had been the 
past custom at the College to present a Bachelor’s hood 
to any students who graduated while in residence at the 
College. “In reintroducing this practice, we are doing one 
more thing to recognise and honour academic achieve-
ment at Aquinas”, said the Rector.

The last formal dinner for Semes-
ter One saw the inaugural pre-
sentation of the St Marcellin Me-
dallions. New to Aquinas in 2018, 
these awards will be presented 
each year on the Feast of St Mar-
cellin Champagnat to one student 
from each house who displays 
the qualities of the Marist founder 
in their daily life at Aquinas. This 
year’s recipients of the St Marcel-
lin Medallion are as pictured with 
the Rector, Brother Michael Green:

Inaugural St Marcellin Medallions awarded

Pictured from Left to Right: Br Michael Green & Eliza Boulton

Top Row (L to R) Sam Dawson, Brother Michael Green, Chelsea Quinn, Gemma Pollard, Daniel Puckridge, Harry 
Carine and Talib Rahman.  First Row (L to R) Jessica Casanova, Eliza Smith, Hannah Pretty and Hannah Oborn.
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OUTREACH

Aquinas College is the only University Residential College in Australia that runs an outreach program, 
something we are immensely proud of. The 2018 outreach program has benefited from a strong start, as 
well as some slight redirection.

The first outreach event was held prior to the academic year with students past and present assisting on 
the Tour Down Under family day. Early March saw students raising funds for both CanDo4kids and the 
Leukaemia foundation, raising an immense amount of awareness and funds for both causes. A special 
mention goes out to Keisha Hadland and the rest of the team who put themselves on the line to shave 
their heads or wax parts of their bodies. 

This year the Royal Flying Doctor’s Service celebrates 90 years of life saving work. On their annual 
badge day, the college assisted in raising $1200 shaking tins on the streets of Adelaide. The Saint Vin-
cent de Paul Society also had an increase in support with students working on ‘Fred’s Van’ feeding the 
homeless, and assisting in their annual quiz night. 

‘Live Below the Line’ challenges those involved to live below the poverty line and survive on AUD$2.00 
per day. This year the college heavily involved itself in this cause, raising $2,508.20. This massive 
amount, raised by 17 students, placed the college 6th nationally. I would like to thank James Ganley for 
his support in administering the Aquinas Wolves team. 

This semester has also seen the student body help preserve Australia’s blood supply with regular dona-
tions. This is an ongoing cause and one that can be entirely self-managed by the student body. Students 
have also raised money for a variety of causes of their choosing through the Stadium Stomp program, 
with one student, Hannah Weekley, raising an impressive $932 for Bowel Cancer Australia. 

Our final event was our fourth annual Sleep Out to raise money for the Hutt Street Centre. The centre 
provides crucial services to those living rough in South Australia, decreasing the dehumanisation felt by 
homeless Australians. This year the event was moved to winter to allow students to better experience 
sleeping rough, resulting in raising $500 for the centre. To continue our support, the college will be as-
sisting and involved in the ‘Walk a Mile in My Boots’ campaign in August. 

I would like to thank all those who have committed their time to educate our community, and the college 
body for all their unwavering support.

Matthew Ballantyne, Outreach Coordinator
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On the 16th May this year, many talented Aquinians took to the stage to perform at the first Music Night 
of the year. The Gleeson Pond was transformed into a crazy hat-themed music session, with surround-
ing fairy lights and hanging garlands creating a festive and cosy atmosphere.

Commencing at 7:45pm, the MC duo Damon Argy and Hamish Gleeson introduced the first of 16 acts 
to the crowd of current and former collegians. Starting things off was the College choir who performed 
two songs accompanied on piano by Tijana Franco. Exie Josh Morrow followed on guitar and vocals.  
Up next was Hannah Oborn & Eliza Smith who performed two songs on ukulele, before Olivia McEvoy 
performed a solo piano piece. Next, Jack Armfield and Nick Walters had the crowd singing along with a 
rendition of “Home among the Gumtrees”. 

After the first intermission, ex-Aquinian, Mark Preece played a classical piece on piano followed by my 
vocal solo. Up next, Alex Boksem on guitar and guest Issac Noles on vocals performed two songs, then 
Exie Robert Broadhead performed an original song on piano. Before the second intermission, James 
Fry finished off with an intense karate performance. 

In the final session, Georgia Pratt performed a vocal solo, followed by Exie Paddy Black singing a few 
songs on guitar. Our former College President, Jayce Golding, was last on the set list performing two 
songs on guitar with vocals. To close the night, Alex and Issac returned to the stage with Fletcher on 
drums and Stephen Sochacki on lead guitar to play a couple of songs as a band. Overall music night 
was a huge success, setting a positive vibe and high energy for a night spent in good company.

Sam Thompson, Music Coordinator

MUSIC NIGHT
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Aquinas started our HTC campaign with an exciting win in Tennis, keen to redeem ourselves from a 
heartbreaking loss against St Mark’s last year. With many experienced returning students and exciting 
fresher talent, we had arguably our strongest squad for many years. Our first match against St Ann’s 
proved to be the most important and nail biting for the entire day. Sean Kuershner and Nicole Manning 
convincingly won their mixed doubles, while Simon Brookes was victorious in the men’s singles. Olivia 
McEvoy played valiantly in the women’s singles, and Elise Foulds and Bridget Manning put up a good 
fight in the women’s doubles, but unfortunately neither side was victorious. The score for the day was 
locked at 2-2, leaving it up to the boy’s double to break the tie. Tom Snell and Fletcher Thomas were 
able to step up to the plate in an epic match. Snell’s powerful serve and smash and Fletcher’s perfect 
placement proved too much for a strong St Ann’s team. 

This close win gave the entire squad confidence which was clearly evident against Flinders and Lincoln. 
The versatility in our squad allowed us to try out various players in different positions, and our fresher co-
hort in particular were outstanding against Flinders: Olivia McEvoy, Bridget and Nicole Manning all stood 
up and delivered, while Harry Coote was impressive on debut in the men’s singles, winning comfortably 
against Flinders. The experienced duo of Adam Proud and Hamish Peberdy were far too good for their 
opponents. Aquinas won almost every game in these two rounds, with standout performances from Dan 
Williams and Elise Foulds in the mixed double where they didn’t lose a point, along with Simon Brookes 
in the men’s singles who had a huge range of unplayable winners on display. 

After three games without a loss we faced St Mark’s to decide who would take home the trophy. After 
last year’s experience, we were expecting a challenging round, however this did not eventuate with con-
vincing wins for Aquinas in the mixed doubles, men’s singles and doubles, and women’s doubles, along 
with a commendable loss in the women’s singles, leaving the final score at 4 sets to 1. Aquinas ended 
the day with the tennis cup rightfully returned to the top of the hill – well done to all involved.

TENNIS REPORT
Fletcher Thomas & Sean Kuerschner, Tennis Coaches

TENNIS
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Swimming was the second sport to take place on the HTC calendar and try outs began in O-Week. 
There was a good turn out to trials, and a team of 15 swimmers was named. We started to prepare our-
selves for the tough competition against the other colleges as we knew it was going to be hard. On the 
night, there were many close races and the enthusiastic Aquinas crowd provided a great time for every-
one. Unfortunately, we finished in fifth place but you would not have guessed that on the night, with the 
cheering and sportsmanship continuing until the very last race. We walked away from the competition 
with a few second and third places and our heads held high after a very tough battle. Special mention 
to some strong performances on the night from Jayden Byrne, Kale Olds, Amelia Vaughan and Jayme 
Dent.

SWIMMING REPORT
Charlie Muecke & Elise Foulds, Swimming Coaches 

SWIMMING 
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HTC Debating was once again one of the most talked about and contentious HTC sports. All four of the 
debates were incredibly tight and all Aquinians should be proud about their contribution to HTC debating 
this year, whether it was as a speaker or as a supporter.  

This year’s team was filled with a mix of first time debaters and well experienced debaters. Everyone in 
the team performed extremely well and presented fantastic arguments, and we can be extremely proud 
of how they presented themselves and represented Aquinas. Unfortunately, we didn’t get the result we 
were looking for and finished 5th after not managing to win a debate. Flinders ended up winning HTC 
debating on points, edging out St Ann’s. 

Congratulations to everyone who debated and a big thank you to those who came and supported!

DEBATING REPORT
Matt Smith, Debating Coach

DEBATING  
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After not losing a set in volleyball Last year, this year we wanted to put another strong team together 
and bring the HTC Volleyball Cup back to the top of the hill. Losing some key players was worrying at 
the start, but the new inclusions to the team settled those nerves and a strong team was set in place for 
game day. 

We started the first game against St Ann’s strongly, winning the first two sets easily then changing the 
team around to give everyone the chance to play. The next two games against Flinders and Lincoln were 
the easiest of the day, and we beat them both 3-0. The last match of the day against Marks would decide 
the winner of HTC Volleyball and we knew it would be a tough match.

The game started off very well where our team got an early lead and were looking brilliant, but then 
Marks got a few points back and it looked to be a close match. From that point we went to the next level 
and played some amazing volleyball, easily winning the first set. In the second set, we beat them in ev-
ery aspect of the match, thus confirming the volleyball win. The third set saw everyone playing at some 
point, which was enjoyable for the team and the crowd. We are back to back HTC Volleyball Champs! 

VOLLEYBALL REPORT
Adam Proud & Che Lange, Volleyball Coaches

VOLLEYBALL
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May 13th marked the date for the much-anticipated HTC hockey finals, one of the premier events of the 
sporting calendar. Significant changes were implemented in comparison to previous years including a 
move to artificial turf, games under lights and a revamped scheduling program guaranteed to provide an 
exhilarating spectacle.

The day began somewhat slowly against a strong Flinders outfit, however two quick goals for Aquinas 
got the game moving. Flinders’ heavy reliance on their key players compared to Aquinas’ whole team 
contribution was evident as the second half progressed and we started to outrun our tiring opponents. A 
superb deflection left Aquinas with a 3-1 victory. Thus Aquinas were through to the Grand Final against 
St Mark’s. 

What followed was arguably one of the most skilful and exciting HTC events of recent memory. 

Aquinas dominated the middle of the pitch for the majority of the game, being the first to score in this 
tense contest. However, Marks’ defence held strong and Aquinas were unable to convert our numerous 
opportunities, with Marks scoring a goal from a short corner on the stroke of half time to level the score 
at 1-1. Marks’ opportunities were limited in comparison to Aquinas’. Mid-way through the second half we 
were able to convert a short corner putting Aquinas 2-1 up, however Marks responded shortly after with 
both teams desperate for a win. As the final siren sounded with the score locked at 2-2, for the first time 
HTC hockey descended into a penalty shoot-out.

Of the three shooters from Aquinas and Marks, each team scored two goals, thus leaving the score still 
tied. The game then proceeded to sudden death 1v1s. Our first attempt was narrowly beaten by the 
clock and the goalie. Marks were able to convert despite a valiant effort from our goalkeeper, much to 
the heartbreak of the Aquinas players and supporters. Marks were successful in their campaign, howev-
er the Aquinas squad should be commended for our attitude and approach throughout the tournament.

HOCKEY

HOCKEY BOYS
Fletcher Thomas & Jacob Evans

HOCKEY
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On Sunday 13th April, the Aquinas girls’ hockey team played their first game of hockey as a team and for 
many, their first ever game of hockey. The team trained extremely hard in the weeks leading up to game 
day and the close team bond was clear. 

In the first game against Flinders, the girls put in their best effort but sadly could not get the win. Through-
out the game the girls remained positive and it was clear everyone was putting in their best efforts. The 
high intensity of the game and the shock loss against Flinders was used as motivation to lift and fight for 
a win in the second game against Marks. In this game, every single member of the team lifted and im-
proved tremendously from the previous game. Despite their best efforts, the girls unfortunately lost their 
second game to Marks, but kept their heads held high. 

Both coaches would like to thank our captain Abbey and all the hockey girls for their effort in both training 
and on game day. GO HOCKEY GIRLS!!

HOCKEY GIRLS
Aimee Oxlade & Ella Gibson

HOCKEY
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FOOTBALL

HTC football is always one of the most anticipated events of the year, with this year being no different. 
Our boys’ team had won the previous 4 years as we looked to continue on that streak in 2018.  A new 
schedule meant that we had to change our mindset going into the campaign as we now had to play two 
games in a single day rather than the usual format of one game one week and the Grand Final the next.

The first game saw us lineup against Flinders. Despite a nervous start the boys pulled together applying 
constant pressure and playing a great brand of team football. This carried on through all four quarters 
and resulted in a convincing win, meaning that we then would face St Mark’s in the final.

The Grand Final began in heated fashion with St Mark’s playing aggressively and applying pressure to 
our side that we hadn’t experienced in the last couple years. This caught us off guard early in the match 
and unfortunately we were not able to regroup fast enough to counteract this. This resulted in St Mark’s 
becoming victorious, finishing ahead of the Aquinas boys by only a couple of goals. 

Although it was frustrating that we didn’t quite play to our full potential, our boys fought gallantly all day 
and didn’t show any signs of giving up. Finally, a big thank you to all the people that helped out in some 
way on the day as they made it much easier for us coaches. 

FOOTBALL BOYS
Jonty Inglis & Sean Kuerschner
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FOOTBALL

With HTC Football being one of the most highly anticipated sports on the calendar, the campaign for Girls 
Footy began shortly after O’Week. The Aquinas women had won the title for the last three years, so the 
pressure was on to keep the newly upgraded cup at the top of the hill.

A change in the fixture meant we had to play two games on one day. After working hard for several weeks 
to refine our skills and game play, our team was more than ready to take on Flinders in the first round. We 
came out firing and never looked back as we took a convincing win. This meant we progressed through 
to the Grand Final later that afternoon against St Ann’s. 

With a few nerves and sore legs, we took the ground with an enormous amount of determination and 
passion. It was a much more physical game, but we left nothing on the field against our competitive op-
ponents. Our training paid off as we kept our composure and won the Grand Final, giving us the illustri-
ous title of HTC Girls Football Champions for the fourth year in a row, an achievement earned by every 
member of the Girl’s football squad.

FOOTBALL GIRLS
Sophie Bammann & Jonty Inglis

FOOTBALL
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OUTSTANDING RESULTS

University of Adelaide 

High Distinctions

Sultan Al-Hammadi****
Gemma Collett**
William Gilbertson***
Hamish Gleeson***
Jack Gosling*
Ruby Guidera*
Megan Hood*
Larry Klingner****
Georgia Kuhndt*
Brendan Lay*
Selenia Mahoney*
Annabelle McKinnon*
Chloe Northcott*
Maggie Peterson**
Gemma Pollard*
Daniel Puckridge*
Sheridan Rosalia***
Matthew Smith***
Mitchell Thompson***
Regina Warne*
Zoe Wittwer*
Michael Zaccardo*

Distinctions

Declan Anderson*
Matthew Ballantyne*
Liam Beckman*
Sophie Brassel*
Jessica Casanova*
Gemma Collett**
Morgan Fisher*
Tijana Franco*
Morgan French*
Paul Fuda*
William Gilbertson*
Jack Gosling***
Kiara Hadland*
Lauren Henderson**
Megan Hood*
Caitlin Kruger**
Elizabeth Liddell*
Selenia Mahoney*
Annabelle McKinnon*
Isabella Meyer*
Liam Mulvahil*
Chloe Northcott*
Kale Olds*
Samuel Paynter***
Amy Perin*
Hamish Probert*

Daniel Puckridge**
Talib Rahman**
Oscar Ricardo*
Sheridan Rosalia*
Matteo Rowse* 
Joshua Sheeran***
Cody Slade*
Matthew Smith*
Sophie Tamblyn*
Fletcher Thomas*
Mary-Rose Thomas*
Regina Warne***
Michael Zaccardo**

University of South Australia

High Distinction

Sophie Bammann**
Ellie Breuer**
Annabel Brooks**
Ashleigh Fogarty**
James Fry*
Ashlee Fuchs*
Rachael Hines*
Bridget Manning**
Hannah Manning*
Joel Moore*
Aimee Oxlade*
Hamish Peberdy*
Makayla Siegert***
Sam Thompson*
Riley Tully* 
Holly Wood**

Distinctions

Damon Argy**
Jack Armfield*
Sophie Bammann**
Eliza Boulton*
Ellie Breuer*
Annabel Brooks**
Jayden Byrne**
Liam Carlson*
Keely Clark*
Bradley Close**
Thomas Daw*
Ashleigh Fogarty**
Ashlee Fuchs**
Katie Gaffney*
Louise Griffin** 
Rachael Hines**
Patrick Horkings***
Chantelle Kaesler***

Sean Kuerschner*
Olivia McEvoy*
Bridget Manning*
Joel Moore**
Katelin Morgan*
Amanda O’Reilly*
Aimee Oxlade*
Lauren Pike***
Rosie Pike*
Adam Proud*
Annabel Shepherd*
Zoe Shepherd*
Makayla Siegert*
Asia Tansell*
Sam Thompson*
Riley Tully* 
Nick Walters*
Catherine Walsh*
Erin Watson*
Nathan Wedding**
Thomas Whitehouse**
Harrison Wiseman**
Holly Wood**
Kate Vanschaik**

Flinders

High Distinctions

Charlie Muecke**
Eliza Smith**

Distinctions

Leila Buhlman*
Whitney Butterick****
Harry Carine**
Tahlia Cua***
Makenzie Dickie*
Alice Fry**
Ceejay Inglis*
Erin Laas*
Charlie Muecke**
Emma Schulz*
Eliza Smith*
Amelia Vaughan*


